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The short-range order which remains when the isotropic to smectic-A transition is perturbed by a gel of silica
nanoparticles(aerosils) has been studied using high-resolution synchrotron x-ray diffraction. The gels have
been createdin situ in decylcyanobiphenyl, which has a strongly first-order isotropic to smectic-A transition.
The effects are determined by detailed analysis of the temperature and gel density dependence of the smectic
structure factor. In previous studies of the continuous nematic to smectic-A transition in a variety of thermo-
tropic liquid crystals the aerosil gel appeared to pin, at random, the phase of the smectic density modulation.
For the isotropic to smectic-A transition the same gel perturbation yields different results. The smectic corre-
lation length decreases more slowly with increasing random-field variance in good quantitative agreement with
the effect of a random pinning field at a transition from a uniform phase directly to a phase with one-
dimensional translational order. We thus compare the influence of random fields ona freezingtransition with
and without an intervening orientationally ordered phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of the smectic-A (SmA) phase is intriguing
because the resulting one-dimensional density modulation
lacks true long-range order[1,2]. Much effort has been de-
voted to experimental characterization and theoretical de-
scription of the SmA phase of thermotropic liquid crystals
[3,4]. More recently, the effects of quenched random disorder
on the nematicsNd-SmA transition have been studied. The
interplay between the thermal fluctuations which disrupt the
long-range order and static fluctuations due to quenched ran-
domness is fascinating. Experimentally, quenched random-
ness can be introduced via a porous random environment
such as aerogel. In order to probe weaker disorder the rigid
aerogel has been replaced by a hydrogen-bonded gel of aero-
sil particles. In both cases theN-SmA transition has been
studied using calorimetry[5,6], deuterium NMR[7,8], and
x-ray diffraction [9,10]. In addition, results have been pre-
sented for the isotropicsId–SmA transition for a liquid crys-
tal confined in an aerogel[11]. Here we present a compre-
hensive x-ray-diffraction study for an aerosil gel.

For many liquid crystals the SmA phase forms from the
orientationally orderedN phase. There is coupling between
the order parameters and fluctuations of the two phases. As
the SmA phase becomes more favorable at higher tempera-
tures, due to changes in the molecule or mixture composi-
tion, theN-SmA transition occurs while theN order param-
eter is less and less saturated. The transition into the SmA

phase enhances theN order. This coupling between order
parameters leads to a tricritical point in the phase diagram
[12]. As the stability of the SmA phase is further enhanced a
triple point occurs in the phase diagram and theN phase
ceases to be stable. Beyond this point, orientational order
occurs along with positional order in the SmA structure. The
pretransitional fluctuations of the SmA order in theI phase
occur over a sphere of ordering wave vectors corresponding
to the layer spacing. The transition is thought to be first order
due to the contribution of these fluctuations as described by
Brazovskii [13,14]. The observation that theI-SmA transi-
tion is strongly first order for decylcyanobiphenyl(10CB)
[15,16] may well be due to the de Gennes coupling between
smectic and nematic order parameters in the isotropic phase
[17].

The cyanobiphenyls are a well-studied family of thermo-
tropic liquid crystals[18]. These molecules have a flexible
aliphatic tail, the length of which influences the stability of
the SmA phase. Both 10CB and dodecylcyanobiphenyl
(12CB) exhibit transitions directly from theI phase to the
SmA phase. Since, in establishing the SmA order, both ori-
entational and positional order must be developed, one might
expect this transition to be especially strongly perturbed by
quenched random disorder. Thixotropic(hydrogen bonded)
gels can be created by dispersing fine, hydrophilic aerosil
particles in the liquid crystal. These silica nanoparticles hy-
drogen bond together creating a flexible structure which can
substantially perturb the interpenetrating liquid-crystal mate-
rial. The pore volume fractions range from 0.77 to 0.99.

Previous studies of theN-SmA transition in liquid-
crystal–aerosil gels have implied that the main effect of the
aerosils is to pin the phase of the SmA density wave
[10,19,20]. Specifically, both the size of the SmA domains
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and the detailed wave-vector dependence of the x-ray struc-
ture factor have been in quantitative agreement with the pre-
dictions of a random pinning field model. In this paper we
are reporting the results of a study of the random-field model
at a first-order transition. As first articulated by Imry and Ma,
the simplest understanding of the effects of random fields
comes from considering a balance between the benefit of
aligning with the local random field and the cost of forming
a domain wall[21]. This model predicts differing responses
for transitions which break discrete and continuous symme-
tries. The situation becomes more complicated for first-order
transitions due to the possibility of two-phase coexistence
[22]. Domain walls can exist between ordered and disordered
regions as well as between ordered domains. A guide to the
likelihood of two-phase coexistence is whether the disorder
causes a substantial suppression of the phase transition tem-
perature. Should it do so, it is likely thatlarge variations of
transition temperatures will occur locally giving two-phase
coexistence so that the sharp transition will then be smeared
out. Two-phase coexistence will alter the penalty for forming
domain walls. Substantial two-phase coexistence results in
sharp boundaries between ordered and disordered regions.
This has similarities to a transition which breaks a discrete
symmetry with random fields. One might speculate that long-
range order could be observed for sufficiently weak disorder
in d=3. Without significant two-phase coexistence the do-
main walls will be broad and the response should correspond
to expectations for a transition which breaks a continuous
symmetry in the presence of random fields.

In Ref. [11] a silica aerogel is used to impose quenched
disorder on 10CB, and similar previous studies of the liquid
crystal 650BC are also discussed. Both of these materials
exhibit transitions directly from theI to the SmA phase. The
correlation lengths are observed to increase discontinuously
at the transition temperature and to saturate quickly. Mean-
while, the scattering intensity increases only slowly with de-
creasing temperature. The transition is observed to remain
first order under this strong confinement and this is con-
firmed via optical microscopy of the coexisting phases. It is
surprising that the correlation length remains almost constant
as the SmA order goes from the two-phase coexistence re-
gion to the uniform phase region. The transition temperature
is found to remain roughly unchanged.

Here we show that the liquid-crystal–aerosil gel also re-
tains only short-range SmA order deep into the SmA phase
temperature region. In common with previous studies, a
range of gel densities have been prepared and characterized
using high-resolution x-ray diffraction. The results demon-
strate that our quantitative understanding of theN-SmA tran-
sition naturally extends to this new class of transition. In Sec.
II we outline preliminary details including the differences for
x-ray diffraction between theI-SmA transition and the
N-SmA transition and the experimental techniques em-
ployed. Section III gives the results and analysis. The quan-
titative comparison between these results and existing theo-
retical models is discussed in Sec. IV and conclusions are
drawn.

II. PRELIMINARY DETAILS

A. X-ray structure factor

The x-ray scattering line shape approaching theN-SmA
transition [23] and deep within the SmA phase[24] have
been characterized in great detail. In the former case the data
for a wide range of liquid crystalline materials have been
found to be described by the structure factor

Ssqd =
s0

1 + ji
2sqi − q0d2 + j'

2 q'
2 + cj'

4 q'
4 , s1d

where q0=2p /d is the wave vector where the SmA peak
occurs corresponding to a layer spacingd. The correlation
lengthjisj'd and wave vector componentqisq'd are parallel
(perpendicular) to the nematic director. The susceptibility is
s0, while c ranges between 0.25 and 0 and gives the scale of
the fourth-order correction. The second-orderq' contribu-
tion to the line shape arises due to the influence of nematic
fluctuations on the formation of the SmA state[25]. Far be-
low the N-SmA transition these fluctuations are constrained
to be perpendicular to the smectic layers. In the case of finite
correlation lengths,ji andj', the structure factor then can be
written approximately as

Ssqd =
s0

1 + ji
2sqi − q0d2 + j'

4 q'
4 . s2d

In the case of infinite correlation lengths, the structure factor
has been described by Caillé[26] and varies with sqi

−q0d−2+h and q'
−4+2h, respectively(h depends on the elastic

constants) [24].
Experimental determination of these structure factors for

pure liquid crystals was carried out in an applied magnetic
field. In the N phase all regions of the sample become
aligned allowing detailed characterization of the pretransi-
tional smectic fluctuations or the algebraic decay within the
SmA state. Equivalent studies are not possible for the
I-SmA transition since there is no possibility of magnetic
field alignment in theN state. Hence, only very preliminary
studies have been made of the line shape for 12CB[27]. In
what follows, we analyze our results assuming that the SmA
fluctuations are either similar to those in nonylcyanobiphenyl
(9CB) as given by Eq.(1) or that the scattering is described
by Eq. (2). At the I-SmA transition the orientational order is
caused by the formation of the SmA state. As a result, we
anticipate that the nematic director will be constrained to lie
perpendicular to the smectic layers. By this argument Eq.(2)
appears to be a good approximation to the structure factor.

B. Experimental techniques

The 10CB was synthesized at Kent State University.
Type-300 aerosil was supplied by Degussa[28] and was
dried prior to use. The amount of aerosil in each sample was
quantified by the parameterrS, the mass of aerosil divided by
the volume of liquid crystal. X-ray diffraction experiments
were carried out at the National Synchrotron Light Source at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The beam lines used were
X20A, X20C, and X22A. Liquid-crystal samples containing
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dispersed aerosils were in the solid phase following long
periods at room temperature and so prior to study were re-
mixed with pure ethanol, sonicated, and then dried for sev-
eral days on a hot plate. The gel samples were placed in
5 mm radius disks which have kapton windows[29]. The
kapton x-ray diffraction signal has a powder peak outside the
range of interest for these experiments. Temperature control
is via a PI controller to within ±0.05 K. Each sample was
kept in theI phase at a temperature around 30 K above the
I-SmA transition for 6 h after being transferred to the holder.
The number of scans for each sample was kept limited to
avoid undue x-ray damage.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 1 presents our measurements and analysis of the
pretransitional fluctuations in the isotropic phase of 10CB.
Pretransitional smectic fluctuations are extremely weak in
the pure material and were never evident in the gel samples.
Figure 1(a) shows a typical scan; the peak is very broad and
the solid line is the result of a fit to Eq.(1) varying s0, q0,
and ji and using the known 9CB characteristics forj'sjid
and csjid. The parameters from such fits are displayed in
panels(b)–(d) of Fig. 1. There is no indication that the sus-
ceptibility s0 or the parallel correlation lengthji are about to
diverge. The weakness of the fluctuations immediately prior
to the transition strongly suggests that this is not a typical
fluctuation driven first-order transition. The observed behav-
ior is likely due to the de Gennes coupling between nematic
and smectic order parameters.

The 10CB-aerosil sample compositions studied are listed
in Table I. Measurements were made from a temperature
sT,350 Kd well above the I-SmA transition sTIA

=324.5 Kd. However, the SmA line shape for 10CB-aerosil

samples only appeared at a pseudotransition temperature
with a substantial correlation length already established.
Typical scans are presented in Fig. 2. The peaks are all
broader than the instrumental resolution. The width increases
with increasing gel density but varies little with temperature.
Data were taken down toT=298 K, which is well below the
bulk material crystallization temperature[30] sTK

=317.1 Kd. The lines in Fig. 2 correspond to a model that
will be described below. Two samples,rS=0.025 and 0.282,
were measured on beam line X22A where slightly higher
instrumental resolution could be achieved. Typically, the
peak position in the SmA phase wasq0=0.1776 Å−1, rising
just below the transition and dropping slightly at lower tem-
peratures.

For previous x-ray studies of theN-SmA transition in
aerosil gels, the line shape was taken to be composed of two
contributions [10,20,29,31]. The first part is the thermal
term, Eq.(1), which is identical to that of the pure material,
while the second part is the random-field term, which has the
form of the thermal term squared. The total structure factor is

Ssqd = s1S
Tsqd + SRFsqd,

SRFsqd = a2sjij'
2 dfSTsqdg2, s3d

whereSTsqd corresponds to Eq.(1) for theN-SmA transition
with the numerator set equal to 1 and the denominator of
SRFsqd is the square of the denominator ofSTsqd. s1 anda2

are the amplitudes for the thermal and random-field terms,
respectively. Since the samples are comprised of a random
arrangement of ordered domains this structure factor has to
be averaged over all orientations. Prior to comparing the
model with the data this spherically averaged line shape must
be convoluted with the measured instrumental resolution

FIG. 1. Measurements and
analysis of pretransitional smectic
fluctuations in bulk 10CB. Panel
(a) shows a typical scan of the
scattering intensity vs wave-
vector transfer. The solid line is
the result of a fit with Eq.(1).
Panels(b), (c), and (d) show sus-
ceptibility, parallel correlation
length, and peak position resulting
from fits to the data. The open
symbol is in the region of coexist-
ence of isotropic and smectic
phases.
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function. Both the integral over orientations and the convo-
lution were performed numerically using commercially
available routines.

Figure 3 shows the results of fits to a typical profile. The
dotted and solid lines result from applying Eq.(3) to the
10CB-aerosil data using the form of Eq.(1) for STsqd. Here,
as elsewhere[10,20,29,31], we takeji as a parameter to be
fitted and we assume thatj'sjid andcsjid remain the same as
for the pure material[32]. The behavior ofji, j', andc for
10CB are not known. The dotted and the solid lines in Fig. 3
assume that 8CB behavior and 9CB behavior forj'sjid and
csjid are followed, respectively[33]. It is evident that either
fit gives a reasonable description of the data, with the use of
9CB parameters yielding a somewhat better fit. This model
using the 9CB relationships forj'sjid and csjid has been
used to analyze all the 10CB-aerosil results. The fit param-
eters areq0, s1, a2, and ji, whose optimum values are de-
termined using a least-squares fitting procedure. The dashed
line in Fig. 3 shows the result of a fit with Eq.(3) to the

10CB-aerosil data using the form of Eq.(2) for STsqd. Again
j'sjid is assumed to remain the same as in bulk 9CB; how-
ever, in this case the transverse tails of the peak are assumed
to have changed. This model also gives a good correspon-
dence to the data. Use of a model based on Eq.(2) for the
form of STsqd systematically modifies the fit parameters
compared to those presented here. There is a small shift in
favor of the thermal term and the correlation length de-
creases. The latter feature is returned to in more detail below.

The variation of the two components of the line shape,
with temperature andrS, is shown in Fig. 4. Panels of Figs.
4(a) and 4(b) are for high temperature and Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)
are for low temperature. While Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) are for
low rS and Figs. 4(b) and 4(d) are for highrS. The second
term in Eq.(3) dominates the scattering for all temperatures
studied(dashed line). The full model, Eq.(3), using Eq.(1)
for STsqd is the solid line. The peak width varies little with
temperature but is seen to be broader than the instrumental
resolution(Fig. 4).

TABLE I. Parameters for bulk 10CB and eight gel samples. Shown are the densityrs, the mass of aerosil
per unit volume of liquid crystal; the pore volume fractionF; the low-temperature parallel correlation length
ji; the low-temperature ratio of the random-field amplitudea2 to the thermal amplitudes1; the pseudotransi-
tion temperatureTIA

* , and the exponentx describing the temperature dependence of thea2.

rSsg cm−3d F jisÅd a2/s1s310−6 Å−3d TIA
* sKd x

0.0 1 324.49

0.025 0.99 4786±85 0.071±0.003 323.6±0.4 0.14±0.01

0.051 0.98 1927±24 1.13±0.05 323.8±0.8 0.19±0.03

0.105 0.95 1396±9 1.74±0.04 323.2±0.2 0.39±0.15

0.226 0.91 806±8 10.8±0.9 323.8±0.1 0.22±0.02

0.282 0.89 804±29 2.35±0.30 323.0±0.1 0.32±0.06

0.355 0.86 641±6 12.2±0.9 323.6±0.3 0.51±0.20

0.489 0.82 445±9 40.3±20.4 323.5±0.3 0.39±0.10

0.647 0.77 543±24 7.62±2.99 322.7±0.1 0.41±0.13

FIG. 2. Normalized x-ray scattering intensity vs wave-vector
transfer for 10CB-aerosil gels due to short-range SmA order at a
temperature,20 K below the effectiveTIA

* value. The lines are the
results of fits with a model described in the text.

FIG. 3. X-ray scattering intensity due to SmA correlations. The
three lines represent three different models where the assumptions
have been changed. The models and the assumptions are described
in the text.
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Figures 5 and 6 show parameters determined by the fit
procedure versus temperature while Figs. 7 and 8 show pa-
rameters versusrS. In the latter case, the results are com-
pared to those from other liquid-crystal–aerosil gels at tem-
peratures below theN-SmA transition.

The behavior of the parallel correlation lengthji as a
function of temperature is shown for a selection of samples
in Fig. 5 (solid symbols). The fact that these are all finite
shows that the quasi-long-range SmA state has been de-
stroyed by the gel. The pseudotransition to short-range smec-
tic order remains sharp and the correlation length jumps di-
rectly to its low temperature value with no pretransitional
fluctuations. This behavior strongly suggests that the transi-
tion remains first order in the gels. As the gel density is
increased the correlation length systematically decreases.

The open symbols in Fig. 5 show the values forji deter-
mined using Eq.(3) with Eq. (2) for STsqd. The systematic
decrease inji results from the narrower transverse profile of
Eq. (2) for a particularj' value. Since the shifts are approxi-
mately equal on a logarithmic scale this result does not
modify any of the power law relationships discussed in Sec.
IV.

The corresponding temperature dependence of the ampli-
tude of the random-field term,a2, is shown in Fig. 6 for three
samples. The temperature dependence is consistent with the
random-field fluctuations increasingly dominating the scat-
tering at low temperatures. In Sec. IV we will discuss the
difference between the behaviors ofa2sTd andjisTd. In con-
trast to the correlation length behavior, the growth of this
amplitude parameter becomes increasingly more gradual as

FIG. 4. The variation in the
random-field contribution(dashed
line) to the x-ray scattering inten-
sity (open circles) with tempera-
ture and rS. The experimental
resolution corresponding to each
scan is shown as dots joined by a
solid line.

FIG. 5. The parallel correlation lengthji for smectic order as a
function of the temperature for four 10CB-aerosil samples. These
values denoted by solid symbols are determined using Eq.(1) for
STsqd in Eq. (3) while the four open symbols correspond to substi-
tuting for STsqd given by Eq.(2) into Eq. (3).

FIG. 6. Integrated intensity of the random-field termSRFsqd vs
temperature. The solid lines are the results of fits to asTIA

* −Tdx

power law form. Thex values are shown in the inset and in Table I
along with the pseudotransition temperatures. The stars in the inset
indicate the most uncertainx values.
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rS increases. As withN-SmA transitions in aerosil gels[29],
a2sTd can be compared to an order parameter squared for the
pseudotransition. The lines in Fig. 6 are the results of fits
with the form a2,sTIA

* −Tdx. We emphasize that this form,
which is normally used at a second-order transition with
x=2b, is used here to provide a strictly phenomenological
description of the data. The inset in Fig. 6 shows thex val-
ues, and both they and the resulting pseudotransition tem-

peraturesTIA
* are presented in Table I. Although there is sub-

stantial scatter, thex values indicate thata2 is growing more
gradually with increasingrS.

Figure 7 shows a log-log plot of the variation of the smec-
tic domain size with the gel densityrS. The smectic domain

size is quantified by an isotropic correlation lengthj̄
=sjij'

2 d1/3 and the low-temperature average of this quantity
is shown. The line through the 10CB-aerosil data corre-

sponds toj̄,rS
−1/2. Also plotted in Fig. 7 arej̄ results for

8CB-aerosil[10] and 8OCB-aerosil[20] samples for which

j̄,rS
−1. This contrast will be discussed in Sec. IV.

Figure 8 is a log-log plot ofa2/s1 versus the disorder
strength as represented byrS. This ratio gives the strength of
the random-field contribution to the scattering and is inde-
pendent of x-ray intensity normalization. Equivalent values
are plotted for 8CB-aerosil[10] and 8OCB-aerosil[20]
samples. While the scatter is rather large, the results are con-
sistent with power law behavior witha2/s1,rS

3 for N
-SmA and a2/s1,rS

3/2 for the I-SmA. The low temperature
values ofa2/s1 andji are included in Table I. These are the
mean values below 315 K.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our results show that an aerosil gel reduces the SmA state
to short-range order with random-field characteristics. At
first sight, the temperature dependencies in Figs. 5 and 6 are
a little surprising. The behavior of the correlation lengthji

suggests a first-order transition for allrS while the random-
field amplitudea2 suggests an increasingly gradual transition
with increasingrS. For pure 10CB the pretransitional fluc-
tuations are very weak and short range, Fig. 1. While the
correlation lengths are short the liquid crystal is unlikely to
be strongly perturbed by the aerosil gel environment. The
perturbation will only become effective when the correlation
length grows to length scales comparable with the distance
between gel strands. Hence the correlation length grows
quickly until the disorder becomes apparent. AsrS increases
andji decreases, the order parameter behavior changes from
rising rapidly at low disorder to developing gradually for
high gel densities. Thex values(inset to Fig. 6) are consis-
tent with a gradual crossover from strongly first order to
tricritical with increasing aerosil density. As shown in Table I
the pseudotransition temperatureTIA

* varies little withrS for
10CB-aerosil. This suggests that local variations inrS are
unlikely to lead to two-phase coexistence for this material.
Hence the transition is not observed to be substantially

smeared. The correlation length,j̄=sjij'
2 d1/3, is characteriz-

ing short-range SmA domains within a predominantly SmA
sample.

Here we are interpreting our results as if two-phase coex-
istence over a range of temperatures were not an important
issue. This is because of the discontinuous behavior ofjisTd
at TIA

* . By contrast, Bellini and co-workers[11] interpreted
their x-ray results on an 10CB-aerogel sample in terms of
coexisting phases—indeed they observed coexistence via op-
tical microscopy. The 10CB-aerogel sample they studied had

F,0.79 andj̄,200 Å, roughly comparable with our high-
est rS aerosil sample. The temperature dependences of the

FIG. 7. A comparison of the cube root of the correlation volume,

j̄, taken at low temperature for 10CB-aerosil(solid squares), 8CB-
aerosil [10] (open circles), and 8OCB-aerosil[20] (solid circles).
The last two bulk materials haveN-SmA transitions. The solid lines
represent simple power law dependences, which differ for the two
transitions.

FIG. 8. A comparison of the variation ofa2/s1 vs rS for three
liquid crystal-aerosil systems at low temperatures. The symbols are
the same as in Fig. 7. The solid lines represent power law fits to the
data described in the text. The experimental scatter is obviously
large.
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peak intensity and correlation lengths are similar. One impor-
tant and unusual feature of a fluctuation driven first-order
transition is that the disordered phase remains metastable at
all temperatures[13,34]. It may well be the case that this
leads to the observed coexistence. This phenomenon is also
true of the bulk material and it is unlikely to have given rise
to the change ina2sTd with rS that we have presented. The
ratio of the volume of individual ordered domains to the
volume of the complete SmA region is roughly 1:125 000
and hence it is no surprise that the remainingI phase plays

little role in determiningj̄ and only a very small role in the
temperature dependence of the intensity.

The observed trend inx (Fig. 6) together with previous
results on other cyanobiphenyls[6,20,29] suggests that the
disorder introduces a systematic change in transition proper-
ties. For 8CB-aerosil[6,29] and otherN-SmA transitions the
aerosils change the transition characteristics away from an
anisotropic critical point and toward three-dimensional(3D)
-XY behavior. The liquid crystal begins to behave as though
the N order parameter is becoming increasingly saturated.
Here 10CB aerosil appears to move toward tricritical prop-
ertiessx,0.5d as aerosil is added. For the isotropic-nematic–
smectic-A phase diagram this change is also equivalent to a
shift toward the regime where theN phase is stable. For 8CB
aerosil and 10CB aerosil the disorder has some effects which
are equivalent to shortening the length of the molecule.

Up to this point the response of theI-SmA transition to
the aerosil gel is very similar to that of theN-SmA transition
in aerosil gels[20,29]. However, Figs. 7 and 8 show that

there are systematic differences in therS dependence forj̄
anda2/s1 associated with these two transitions. In the case
of N-SmA, it was argued thatrS, the mass of aerosil divided
by the volume of liquid crystal, corresponds to the variance

of the random field[10,19]. The dependence ofj̄ anda2/s1
on the random-field varianceD has been determined by Aha-
rony and Pytte[19,35]:

j̄ , D−1/sd,−dd, s4d

a2/s1 , D3/sd,−dd, s5d

whered, is the lower marginal dimensionality in the pres-
ence of random fields. For transitions which break a continu-
ous symmetry, random fields are found to shift the lower
marginal dimensionality to two higher dimensions. For ex-
perimentally achievable resolutions theN-SmA transition has
3D-XY characteristics, henced,=4. This is in full agreement
with results for 8CB-aerosil[10] and 8OCB-aerosil[20] as
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. These log-log plots strongly suggest
that d,=5 for 10CB-aerosil. Two-phase coexistence on the
scale of the individual ordered domains is predicted to give
rise to more abrupt domain walls than occur within ann
ù2 single-phase sample[22]. By the Imry-Ma argument
[21] this would tend to reduced, below 4. This is the oppo-
site trend to our observations.

The observedd,=5 appears consistent with the absence of
the orientationally orderedN phase. The formation of SmA
order in 10CB gives rise to nematic order and hence the
director is constrained to lie along the layer normal. Director
fluctuations no longer influence the range of smectic corre-

lations. As a result the line shape has the form anticipated for
the Landau-Peierls instability, Eq.(2), albeit with finite-range
order. This is consistent with the use of Eq.(2) as the thermal
structure factor for Eq.(3) and its square as the random-field
term. The lower marginal dimensionality is general for a
transition from a uniform phase to one with translational
order in a single direction. Golubović and Kulić [36] have
made a theoretical analysis of a similar random-field prob-
lem. They studied a system with a continuous set of energy
minima in q-space, having the form of a ring as opposed to
the sphere for theI-SmA transition. Following Imry and Ma
[21] they determined the dimensionalities for which the cor-
relation function for transverse fluctuations of the order pa-
rameter would diverge. The lower marginal dimensionality
depends on how the inverse susceptibility varies with the
wave vector. For theXY model the inverse susceptibility
varies quadratically with the wave-vector components[21].
For a ring of energy minima the inverse susceptibility varies
quartically with one of the wave-vector components and qua-
dratically with the others[36]. For a sphere of energy
minima the inverse susceptibility varies quartically with two
of the components and quadratically with the others. Ford
ød, the correlation function in the presence of quenched
random fields diverges and in these casesd,=4,4.5,5, re-
spectively[21,36].

The series of studies on 8CB-aerosil[6,10,19,29], 8OCB-
aerosil [20], and 10CB-aerosil samples provide a detailed
picture of the effect of quenched random fields on the for-
mation of the SmA phase. The first two examples relate to
the case where an orientationally orderedsNd phase inter-
venes between theI and the SmA while the results presented
here relate to the direct transition fromI to SmA. The inter-
action between nematic fluctuations away from the smectic
layer normal and the SmA order results in transverse smectic
correlations which die out withq'

−2. Our results suggest that,
at theI-SmA transition, the molecules are constrained to be
perpendicular to the layers and hence the SmA correlations
die out withq'

−4. There is a concomitant change in the lower
marginal dimensionality. We have presented high-resolution
x-ray-diffraction results for 10CB-aerosil samples with a
range of gel densities. We have shown that an aerosil gel
perturbs theI-SmA transition as though it were a random-
field pinning the phase of the density wave. The transition
remains first order for all gel densities studied while the line
shape and correlation length evolve systematically. The line
shape analysis reveals reasonable agreement with a Landau-
Peierls system with quenched random fields. It would be of
very great interest to study the effect of aerosils at the tric-
ritical point close to the boundary betweenN-SmA and
I-SmA regimes.
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